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A message from Sue
Wow, can you believe the first month of
the new year is already over? I've always
felt that when January 31st rolled around,
it meant the worst of winter was behind
us ~ hey we're all allowed to dream! I
hope each of you has enjoyed what you
like to do in the winter months whether
it's sledding with the kiddos, skiing or just
spending some nice cozy time at home.
Have I told you lately how awesome in so
Susan D. Giguere many ways you all are? As I read through the
Founder and CEO
draft of this newsletter, I found myself
smiling and sighing at just how much we as a team do for
the communities we serve in addition to providing quality
care for our clients. Ten times a year ~ yes 10 ~ we give
Jeans Fund donations to local non-profits! This means that

by simply wearing jeans on Friday, and making a donation
to do so which the agency matches, we are not only
comfortable (which makes us happy) we are helping
people from Western Maine to Aroostook County. Who
knew that all that money we spend on denim does have a
payback.
I just love the picture above of some of our Wilton team
who took part in the United Way's Dodgeball Tournament.
Yes, raising funds to help our neighbors in need is
rewarding, fun and does make us happy! Do you
participate in local fundraisers or volunteer your time? If
so we'd love to hear about it, see pictures and share in our
newsletter. Email your photos and stories to
haleigh.moran@careandcomfort.com .
Please read the rest of my message on the next page for a
good update I want to share with you!
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SUE’S MESSAGE CONTINUED
I am so excited to share some exciting news ~ not only will we
all enjoy the beginning of our Maine summer around Memorial
Day, I’ll be celebrating my return to work!!!!
Since being
diagnosed with colon cancer in October, life has been an
adventurous journey in the Giguere's world. Soon after I
learned the news, I had surgery to remove the cancerous areas
and received a super prognosis; if I chose not to have chemo, I
had an 80% chance of being cured, with chemo that rose to 90%.
Never being one to settle for B's I went for the A and asked how
soon I could start, the Doctor said tomorrow, and I replied 'what
time.'
You might ask why I would put myself through the treatment if
my odds were pretty darn good without it. Simple, I love life and
most everything about it; I intend to be enjoying my husband
Leo, our beautiful daughters, amazing grandchildren and our
dynamic C & C team members for many, many, many more
years. I will not say the treatments were easy yet they weren't
anywhere near as bad as I anticipated, and as weird as it may
sound, I'm thankful for this journey. I was forced to stop and
smell the roses (although I prefer forsythias) and learned so
much about myself, how blessed I am, and most importantly how grateful I am for all the people in my world.

Nothing keeps Sue down! She and Leo enjoyed a fantastic late
January dinner at DaVinci’s Eatery in Lewiston. Her review of
the Italian fare "MOLTO BUONO" ~ Very Good!

Now you might be thinking, why the heck is she sharing all this
info? Again, simple answer but many parts to it:


So many of you have graciously sent messages of support,
prayers and positive thoughts and I want to thank you they have helped more than you know.



I want to share my story and put another face and voice
to cancer, each of us has been or will be touched by it
either personally or within our families. By sharing my
experiences, I hope I can help others understand that
while every person's cancer journey is different, they are
not alone and it's healing and ok to talk about it.



I have always encouraged those around me to be open,
honest and transparent about what they are going
through...good, bad or indifferent so we can be there for
each other...now I must practice what I preach.



Moreover, the last part, a reminder - have you had all
your health screenings and tests? Early detection of any
disease does save lives!

On the cover
Caring for our communities is what our staff is all about, and
they have fun doing it! Jacob Wisecup, Vanessa Wilson, Jacob
Turner, Nicole Levine, Keith Plouffe, Hannah Shirley, Coleman
Shirley (a friend of C & C), Tim Bullard, and Tara Harrington
from our Wilton Branch teamed up to play in the United
Dodgeball Tournament hosted by the United Way of the TriValley Area and United Insurance. Special thanks to Joe
Tinkham, our Regional Manager, for being 'photographer of the
day' and catching highlights of C & C's "The Office" team in
action at UMF.

Until next month keep enjoying winter, it is what we make it!
Thank you so much for all you each do for the Maine families we
serve.
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A MOMENT WITH MIKE
Happy 2018!
I saw a list published of popular New Year’s
resolutions. You could probably guess most
of them … Lose weight, Get fit, Quit smoking,
Eat healthier, Save money, Spend more time
with family & friends, Travel more, De-stress,
Volunteer, Drink less … yada, yada. In
another place I saw a list published of
commonly BROKEN New Year’s resolutions.
You guessed it: Lose weight, Get in shape, Stop smoking, Eat
better, Spend less money, Spend time with friends, Get out more,
De-stress, Volunteer, Drink less … They were the same items!
Almost word for word, the lists were practically identical.
The bottom line is that we start the year with the best of
intentions, and then reality sets in. We haven’t done what it
takes to break those long-held habits that were really the reason
for the resolutions in the first place. I decided a long time ago
that I was not going to make any so-called “New Year’s
resolutions.” If there’s something that I want to do, I try hard to
put my mind to it and, as those Nike commercials say, JUST DO
IT, no matter what time of year it is.
There are a few tricks I use to make it easier to reach those
goals. One is to tell someone else what I want to do. It can be
someone at work or at home – it really doesn’t matter who. The
key is to let someone else in on my plan. By letting them know
what I’m working on it’s easier to stay on track. The simple fact
that I know they know makes such a difference!
Another trick I use that seems to help is to break goals down
into small, realistic pieces. If I want to drop a few pounds (Yes, I
sure need to do THAT after the holidays!), it’s easier for me to
limit myself to just one dessert a week, or to get out and power
walk for 30 minutes 3 days a week, than to set out to just lose 10
pounds. I need to be specific in order to be successful.

We Congratulate Our
Employees of the Month
December 2017

LACEY AUSTIN, CSW
Behavioral Health Employee of the Month

DORIS DUNPHY, CNA
Home Health Employee of the Month
Lacey and Doris we are proud to have you as valued
members of our Care & Comfort family and thank you for
all you do for those we serve. Your Employee of the
Month awards are well deserved!

Care & Comfort offers
Vineland-3 Assessments
Care & Comfort offers administration of the Vineland-3 Adaptive
Behavior Scales for parents or guardians seeking MaineCare Section
28 Rehabilitative and Community Support Services for children with
cognitive impairments and functional limitations.
Referral from a children's case manager or Section 28 provider is
required.

It’s a good feeling to hit a target. Even if you’re not all the way
there, just moving in the right direction feels great! Don’t worry
if you take a step back or two. Getting into the right frame of
mind is more than half the battle. I often fall back on that quote
“Whether you think you can or you think you can’t, you’re right!”
How about you? Did you make any resolutions? If so, what tricks
do you use to keep them?
Send me an email at
mike.stair@careandcomfort.com and let me know. Also let me
know what I can do to make your job at Care & Comfort easier.
Remember, I’m here to help!
I hope you have a terrific new year!
Mike

During the holiday season, we had a lot of fun with everyone
around the State! Thank you!
Sharing light moments year round at work with each other is
essential to our overall well-being. We caught up with our
Bangor Behavioral Health leadership team as they were about
to have their weekly meeting and snapped the picture just in
time for Mike to photobomb it.
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AMA: How is Care & Comfort dealing
with pay of staff as minimum wage
increases?
Mike: As of December 30, 2017 all nonbillable, travel, and training wages that are
tied to minimum wage will be increased to
$10.00/hour. This is in advance of Maine’s
increase, which takes effect on January 1,
2018.

AMA: Can we get a new microwave?
(Waterville) This one is not heating
up food/heating up
unevenly. Can we
get a larger fridge
for upstairs in the
Waterville office?
There are too many
folks sharing the
current tiny one.

AMA: Will Care & Comfort offer
substance abuse counseling in the future

Mike: In both cases, I’ll see what we
can do. (smile)

Thanks for the positive feedback about our new Mike: Great question! There is de finitely
monthly feature ‘Ask Mike Anything’!
a need for substance abuse counseling in
Here we'll share your questions along with our COO Mike much of Maine. We continually look at the
Stair’s replies. If there is anything you would like to ask
services we offer and the unmet needs in
just fill out a card (available at each branch), send an
the areas we serve. At the same time, we
email, or give him a call.

AMA: At some clients I can’t park in
the driveway. In the winter we
cannot park on the road due to the
snowbanks or parking ban.

He’s looking forward to receiving your questions ~ all
kinds from serious to light-hearted. Mike appreciates
our opinions and concerns and is very open to hearing
ideas about how we can make improvements for all
employees and our clients.

look at what the necessary investment
would be in time/staffing/facilities/
expertise in order to meet those needs,
and whether expanding to meet the
demand would be feasible and sustainable.
We would never take something on unless
we could maintain the high standards for
which we are known.

AMA: Will holiday pay ever be available to
CSW’s? How come we don’t get paid time and a
half on holidays? Why don’t CNAs or PSS workers
get paid time and a half for Holidays?
AMA: Why did Wilton win the Rotten
Mike: Production staff get 1.2x their regular rate Pumpkin contest when the rules state
of pay whenever they work on a holiday. However, ‘no gore’ and there are weapons with
because the rate we are paid does not change for blood in the picture?
these hours, this work is limited to only what is pre Mike: Thanks for your question. The
-approved by your supervisor. This will generally judging was especially tough this year,
include what is medically necessary to be delivered with a number of really terrific entries.
on that day and/or requires personal care. This We’ve had fake blood (and even guts) in
work is usually limited to PSS, CNA, and some LPN the past, and the judges felt that neither
and DSP cases.
the prior nor the current entries were too
AMA: Do you have plans to address paperwork
and/or add a drop box for same at [PI/BGR/
DOV/WIL] office? Has Care & Comfort thought of
changing how we mail time cards/progress
notes?

extreme
for
an
office
setting.
Congratulations to all the teams for a
‘spirited’ competition!

AMA: Why has mileage reimbursement
not increased? It’s been $0.35 since at
Mike: Yes, we do have a plan for this - it’s not a least 2006.
quick fix though. During the coming months we’ll Mike: We review this from time to time,
be looking at new systems that will support including looking both at the IRS rates and
electronic documentation.
Until then, your at what other agencies pay. In looking at
timesheets can be sent, free of charge, by dropping this recently, our mileage rate is in line
them off at your local Care & Comfort office on with similar agencies. Nationally and in
Fridays. Check with your supervisor for cutoff Maine, mileage reimbursement rates have
times.
been very flat to down slightly for the past
10 years. For example, the IRS rate for
2018, while up 1 cent from 2017, is lower
than it’s been since 2011 and is much
lower than 10 years ago.

Mike: Any time you aren’t able to get
to your client’s home for whatever
reason, call your staffing supervisor.
They will help you and/or the client
solve the problem.
AMA: Will you consider implementing
incentive programs for employees? A
lot of other agencies have incentives,
will we ever get incentives and if so
what will they be?
Mike: We continually look at our pay
structure and compensation programs.
It’s important that we are not only able
to attract, but be able to keep the best
staff to serve our clients. Incentive
plans are one way to do this, rewarding
top performance and penalizing when
it lags. Some folks really like these
plans though, and we’re looking closely
at what’s right for us. You may see
them in the near future!
AMA: Will the company provide
training or educational opportunities
to further licensure? (Example PSS to
CNA, CSW to BHP)
Mike: Absolutely! We do this now in
several areas. For example, we’ve
helped a number of folks work through
their internships on the way to their
LCPC and LCSW licenses, and we also
provide a bonus or pay increase upon
completion for several certifications –
PSS, CSW, DSP, etc. See “Certification
Bonus Programs” in your Operations
Manual for details.
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We make it happen!

Branch News

Happy New Year! We in the Bangor office hope We rocked around the Christmas tree right before the
everyone and their families had a safe, warm and break with our Holiday party potluck/Secret Santa/ugly
wonderful holiday!
Christmas sweater extravaganza. If you haven’t already
heard, Bangor throws THE best potlucks around… If
Where did December go? Buried under the snow, I’m
you’re ever in town, make sure it’s on those days! Mike
sure! Speaking of the stuff, we have already had a few
joined us on this occasion to gift Ronnie Murphy of
significant storms here in our great state, and we hope
Crossroads Ministry a check from our jeans fund.
everyone is taking precautions, making smart decisions
and being prepared.
The holiday season really shines a light on the
opportunities for giving and touching the lives of others,
Here in Bangor, we enjoyed our Employee Appreciation
and yet, on the other hand, you can discover your stressDay during which we all probably ate way too much
o-meter has reached a whole new level! As we journey
lasagna but good times were had by all. Sandy Sechrest
24 Springer Road, Suite 202
into the new year, we hope everyone gets a chance to
won Employee of the Year which was much deserved.
Bangor, ME 04401
relax, recharge and get that meter back down to normal.
1-877-784-6993 ♦ (207) 992-2535 Thank you, Sandy, for being such an outstanding
We can’t wait to see what this year has in store for us!
employee and representing everything that Care &
Comfort is about.

Bangor

“Happy New Year” from all the Presque Isle Staff, we
wish you a great and eventful 2018!!

Presque Isle

165 Academy Street
Presque Isle, ME 04769
1-877-287-4931 ♦ (207) 764-3071

As always, December was a busy month for sharing
with others and enjoying all the festivities! We donated
$185 to the Shriner’s Hospital for Children from the
staff’s Jeans Fund. Sue Watson volunteered at the
Annual Shriner’s Kids Day taking pictures of the kids
playing various games and of course with Santa. Photos
taken were put in a Christmas card for each family to
take home. And, our Employee Appreciation Day was a
huge success again this year and a great time was had by
all.
January brought frigid weather and icy roads as will
February most likely. When out and about everyone,
please use caution and if need be - leave home a little
earlier to give you plenty of time to get to your
destination safely.
2017 was an excellent year for our PQI office with
many events, new staff and the wonderful visits from
the other Branches kept us busy the whole year. We
can't wait to see what 2018 brings!

Come and Enjoy the
34th Annual

Children’s Festival
Saturday February 17, 2018
Mt. Blue High School
Farmington
is a proud sponsor
and we’ll be there taking part in all
the fun and games.
This free family event helps to relieve cabin
fever with music, magic, movement, hands
on activities and a low cost food court
Presented by
The Franklin County Children’s Task Force
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We make it happen!

Branch News

Waterville

Happy New Year from the Waterville office!
2017 was certainly a year of change – both in the scenery around our office and within our own walls. There was a
great time had by all at our December Employee Appreciation Days, and we would like to extend a “Thank You”
to all who helped in putting together the Holiday Admin. and Field festivities last month.
We would like to add a reminder – since January is our first official month of winter – to please be safe on those
slippery roads and walkways!

With the new year also comes a new face – but a familiar one – to the Home Health team. We would like to
extend a special welcome (back) to Danielle Jones. Danielle previously worked for us as one of our Home Health
Staffing Supervisors, and now she has accepted the position of our new Home Health Compliance Coordinator as
180 Main Street
of last month. Danielle has many skills from all of her previous work experience that have prepared her to be the
Waterville, ME 04901
1-800-366-5302 ♦ (207) 872-5300 ideal candidate for this position. It is our pleasure to have her working for Care & Comfort once again!

Wilton

Happy New Year! We hope each of you had a wonderful holiday season and were able to spend some quality
time with friends and family. Now it's time to head straight into 2018 and work on making it the best year it can
possibly be!
The Wilton team would like to congratulate Home and Behavioral Health Staffing Supervisor Jen Galouch and her
partner, Steve, on the birth of their boy Hunter! Hunter was born on December 7th, and many of you got to meet
him after our Employee Appreciation Day. This is Jen and Steve's first child, and we're sure Jen is enjoying her
time at home with Hunter!

It was great to see you all at our winter in-service and holiday party. We had a good number of giveaway winners,
some fun prizes, and had some great conversations with you. We'd like to thank Judy Frost from Western Maine
Community Action (WMCA) for coming to talk about their fuel assistance program. They were the recipient of
our most recent Jeans Fund donation; this fund raises money by our office staff paying to wear jeans on Friday.
284 Main Street, Suite 390
The total raised is then matched by the company and every six months we donate to a great non-profit program in
Wilton, ME 04294
our area, such as the WMCA. With so many people having difficulty affording fuel for a basic necessity like
1-866-397-3350 ♦ (207) 645-5304
staying warm during the winter, programs like this become vital to our community.

Danke, grazie, merci, gracias, thank you! No
matter how you say thank you, say it!
Sometimes as we get caught up with the hustle and bustle of life, we forget
to be polite and acknowledge people for the kind things they do for us.

A simple “thank you” can turn someone’s day around!
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Care & Comfort’s

Jeans Fund
Since 1991 Care & Comfort has provided home health and
behavioral health services throughout 13 Maine counties. For
each of these 27 years caring for our communities by giving and
volunteering have been central characteristics of our culture.
The gifts highlighted in this newsletter were made possible
Caring for our communities
through the Jeans Fund, an ongoing collaborative fundraising
At Care & Comfort, we are proud to support our communities effort between the agency and our employees. Every Friday is
~ a community is more than a place, it is the people and the Jean Day, and staff may leave their usual work attire at home and
neighborhoods we share that mean so much. We’re pleased to wear jeans for a donation. The agency then matches every dollar
help local non-profits who share our vision that by working raised, and the employees of each branch select their local
beneficiaries semi-annually.
together we can make lives healthier and brighter.

CARE & COMFORT’S DOVER-FOXCROFT BRANCH
SUPPORTS LOCAL HEATING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Since our Jean Fund began over 20 years ago, we have helped
over 100 local non-profit organizations achieve their missions of
assisting those in the communities we serve.
Here are just some that our Dover-Foxcroft Branch has
supported in recent years.

Penquis CAP/Heating Assistance  Womancare
Living Word Food Pantry  Pine Tree Hospice
Robbie Foundation  Partnership Food Pantry Guilford
Dover YMCA  Dover Area Food Bank
The JD Foundation  Dover Area Food Cupboard
Meals on Wheels  Dover Heating Assistance Program

Care & Comfort and the employees of our Dover-Foxcroft Branch recently made their
Jeans Fund donation to the Congregational Church's Heating Assistance Program. This
program provides emergency heating assistance to area families throughout the winter.
“For 27 years our agency and employees have been committed to helping our
neighbors, including those facing financial hardships. Winter is a particularly difficult
time of year for them as they try to make ends meet, often dealing with the tough
choice between eating or heating their homes” said Care & Comfort’s COO, Mike Stair.
He added, “I applaud our employees for choosing the Church’s Heating Assistance
Program as one of this year’s recipients to help ease the struggles that so many families
are facing. I also wish to congratulate Pastor Hastings and the congregation for their
long history of assisting members of the community in so many ways.”
To learn more about the program visit dfcongo.org or call 564-2872
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Caring For Our Communities

THE GEORGE J. MITCHELL SCHOOL'S FOOD PANTRY
RECEIVES OUR WATERVILLE JEANS FUND GIFT
Care & Comfort and members of our Waterville Administrative Team recently
presented a gift to the George J. Mitchell Elementary School's Food Pantry. The Pantry
gained attention nationwide four years ago when shortly after it was created 2-second
graders, Alice Willette and Gabbie St. Peter, raised thousands of dollars and hundreds
of food items for it instead of receiving birthday gifts.
Allan Martin, GJM School’s Principal, spoke with those gathered to present the gift and
shared why ongoing community partnerships are so important to enable them to
continue efficiently and effectively reach families needing access to healthy, nutritious
food. Nearly 80% of the children enrolled at the school are eligible for free or reduced
fee lunches ~ that is almost 8 out of every 10 students, a staggering number. These
children are at risk for hunger on weekends and other times of the year when school
meals are not available. The Pantry helps ease this risk and consequences that often
result from food insecurity; low academic performance, inappropriate behavior, low
self-esteem, and future health problems.
“Each time I think of Gabbie and Alice, I think of the song lyrics ‘I believe the children
are our future, teach them well and let them lead the way.’ Thanks to real life lessons
learned from their parents and the staff of the George Mitchell School, they led the way
in creating a place where their peers facing food insecurity could receive help.” said
Mike Stair, Care & Comfort’s COO. "When our administrative team chose the GJM Food
Bank as their gift recipients they not only wanted to help stock the shelves, but express
gratitude to all who have been, and will be, its supporters. We have no doubt the legacy
of these young ladies will live on for as long as there is a need; as shown by our
employees, the Waterville area is certainly a community of caring and sharing."
The food pantry is open Wednesdays and Fridays from 2:30 - 3:30 for families of
Mitchell School students. For more information visit gjms.aos92.org or contact the
school.

Care & Comfort and our Waterville Administrative
Team have supported the following non-profit
organizations in recent years
Good Shepherd Food Bank
EMMC Children's Miracle Network
Waterville Homeless Shelter
Home For Little Wanderers
Travis Mills Project
Shriner's Childrens Hospitals
Greater Waterville Area Food Bank
Family Violence Project
Hospice Volunteers of Somerset County
Hospice Volunteers of Waterville
George J. Mitchell School Food Pantry

Jeans Fund
We have proudly assisted more than
100 non-profit organizations in the
past 20 years!
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HUMAN RESOURCES

DO WE HAVE YOUR CORRECT
CONTACT INFO?
It is very important that we have your correct
contact information at all times!

Please update the following in writing with
your HR Representative ASAP

Symptoms

Cold

Flu

Mailing Address

Fever

Rare in adults and
older children, but
can be as high as
102° F in infants and

Usually 102° F, but
can go up to 104° F
and usually lasts 3 to
4 days

Email Address

Headache

Rare

Sudden onset and
can be severe

For Behavioral Health contact:
Kris Joler ~ kris.joler@careandcomfort.com
Sr. HR Services Representative

Muscle Aches

Mild

Usual, and often

Tiredness &
Weakness

Mild

Often extreme, and
can last 2 or more

For Home Health contact
Ali Short ~ ali.short@careandcomfort.com
HR Services Representative

Extreme Exhaustion

Never

Sudden onset and can
be severe

Runny Nose

Often

Sometimes

Sneezing
Sore Throat

Often
Often

Sometimes
Sometimes

Cough

Mild hacking cough

Usual, and can
become severe

Phone Number

Please update your information today!
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CROSSROADS MINISTRIES RECEIVES SUPPORT
FROM CARE & COMFORT AND OUR BANGOR TEAM

Care & Comfort and members of our Bangor Team
have supported the following non-profit organizations
in recent years

Care & Comfort and our Bangor team presented Crossroads Ministries
Resource Center a Jeans Fund gift in December. Crossroads is based in Old
Town and also assists residents in eight surrounding communities.

Good Shepherd Food Bank

Ronnie Murphy, representing the ministries to receive our donation, spoke
with staff about the organization's mission to help put a face on poverty while
feeding, advocating, clothing and educating those in need. Crossroads
Resources provides a welcoming place where opportunities are provided to
meet immediate and long-term goals and to foster independence.
Homelessness, hunger, and hopelessness should not be experienced by
anyone ~ but they are! Thanks to Ronnie and his all-volunteer team there is
assistance available, and it comes with dignity and respect for those seeking
it," remarked Mike Stair, Care & Comfort's COO. “For over 27 years our agency
and employees have partnered to build healthier communities by supporting
organizations who offer local solutions to local problems. I heartily thank
them for their choice of Crossroads Ministries and have no doubt that this
grassroots group will be helping our neighbors for a very long time.”
The resource center in Old Town is open Monday through Friday from 11AM3PM. While their focus is on feeding as many families as possible, they also
assist with utility bills, clothing, furniture, household items, and more.
"We firmly believe that when you give people a hand, they will extend theirs in
turn," remarked Ronnie. We agree with this man who is unselfishly available
24/7 if he knows someone needs help.

EMMC Children's Miracle Network
The Shaw House
Salvation Army/Heating Fund
Big Brothers Big Sister
Penquis Headstart
Waterville Homeless Shelter
Ronald McDonald House
Bangor Public Library
Sarah's House
Habitat for Humanity
Meals on Wheels
Welcome To Housing
Crossroads Ministries

Jeans Fund
We have proudly assisted more than
100 non-profit organizations in the
past 20 years!
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Compliments
Home Health:
Terry Palmer
Nadia Viles
Ethel Wentworth
Behavioral Health:
Michelle Batchelder
Dianne Foster

If having a more positive attitude is on
your list of resolutions this year, here
are a few thoughts to consider;
 Every challenge and every problem is an
opportunity to grow and learn. See
failures as opportunities to evolve
further as a person. Focus on what you
can gain from every situation.
 Try to look at the positive side of
everything and see the good qualities in
every person.
 Find inspiration. Read, watch or listen
to whatever makes you feel motivated
and inspired every day.
 Be grateful. Appreciate all the gifts, big
or small, that life has given you.
 Laugh. It's important to have a sense of
humor about life and yourself as well.
 Seek out positive people. Positivity is
contagious. Being around encouraging,
supportive, positive people will do
wonders to make you focus more on
the good as well.
Have the right focus.
 focus on your achievements, rather
than failures.
 focus on the solutions, not the
problems.
 focus on the opportunities, not the
obstacles.
 focus on what is possible, rather than
what isn't.
 focus on what you have, instead of
what is out of reach.
 focus on what you can do, rather than
what you can't.

Special Days
Special People
Atrisha Beal
Alyssa Boudreau
Marilyn Coldwell
Jamie Curtis
Robyn Gallant
Leo Giguere
Jenel Guillemette
Florence Hill
Janet Igoe
Lisa LaForest
Brittany LaMothe

One Year
Alyssa Boudreau
Joseph Craig
Hallie Stevens
Constance Hensel
Michele Vigue
MaKayla Robinson
Two Years
Patricia Stanton
Lori Chamberlain
Dawn Trecartin
Daniele Gold

Happy
Birthday

Cassandra MacDonald
Jessyca Matthews
Raquel McEwen
Barbara Newton
Renee Reynolds
Emma-Leigh Rioux
William Robinson Jr.
John Short
Mariah Tuscano
Monica Worthley

Five Years
Melanie Hunt

Three Years
Crystal Maheux
Four Years
Keegan Watt
Shirley Leeman
Eileen Kennedy

Six Years
Carol Long
Ruth Moreau
Seven Years
Terry Palmer
Fourteen Years
Stacy Dostie

A negative mind will
never give you a
positive life
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CARE & COMFORT AND OUR WILTON TEAM
DONATE TO THE WMCA HEATING PROGRAM
Care & Comfort's COO Mike Stair and members of our Wilton team recently
presented a check to Judy Frost representing the Western Maine Community
Action for their Heating Assistance Program.
The WMCA, whose mission is to advocate for, strengthen, and coordinate all
private, local, state, and federal resources that will assist in promoting the selfsufficiency of people, is dedicated to the principle that poverty should not be a
permanent condition of a person's life. The majority of their services are designed
to assist low to moderate-income people in Franklin, Androscoggin, and Oxford
counties. Programs and services include nutrition, homeownership, heating and
energy assistance, education and training, employment and volunteerism.
The need for heating assistance in Maine has increased significantly this year as it
has been an exceptionally cold winter, and costs to heat homes have risen
considerably since last year.
“The WMCA’ heating assistance program provides hundreds of families in our area
with financial help to heat their homes each year,” said Mike. “That number
includes many who are the most vulnerable members of our community including
the elderly, children and individuals living with a disability who should never have
to choose between being hungry or being warm. For 27 years our agency and
employees have worked together tirelessly to help our neighbors. Our staff's
choice of the WMCA as the Jean Fund recipient could not have been more timely or
needed considering the winter we are having.”
For more information about the WMCA's programs and services
visit wmca.org or call 207-645-3764 or 1-800-645-9636

Care & Comfort and our Waterville Administrative
Team have supported the following non-profit
organizations in recent years
Good Shepherd Food Bank
Western ME Community Action/Heating
Assistance Program
Wilton Food Pantry
Rumford Group Homes
Western Maine Homeless Outreach
United Way Buttons For Babes
Teresa's Totes
Rumford Community Center
United Methodist Church’s Economic Ministry
Western Maine Play Museum
Neighbors Helping Neighbors
The Hope Fund

Jeans Fund
We have proudly assisted more than
100 non-profit organizations in the
past 20 years!
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Safety saves sickness,
suffering, and sadness

Safety &
Wellness
What's the Hurry?
By Randy Klatt, MEMIC

It seems that these days
everyone is in a hurry. Traffic
on the roads is heavy, people
are often rushing around, and
we all have to be somewhere
now. The problem this creates
is the decrease in our “safety
cushions”. Cars are travelling
the highways at 65 or 75 mph…
or faster, and they are only a
few feet behind the car in front of them. If we speed and tailgate, we
seem to think we will arrive at our destination sooner. But is this
really true? What are the risks?

Congratulations
To our
Branches
for an injury free January

Speeding often does not decrease driving time substantially, but it does
increase risk. For example, travelling at 75mph verses 55mph on a ten
-mile trip will only save four minutes. However, when one considers
traffic, school zones, toll booths, stop lights, etc.… the time saved is
likely much less than four minutes. We burn more gas, become
frustrated, increase the risk of rear end collisions and speeding
violations, and really don’t save any time. Wouldn’t it just be better to
leave earlier and drive defensively?
Following distance is critical. People require time to perceive traffic
problems ahead, more time to react to the situation, and more time to
actually stop the vehicle. Standard perception and reaction times
range from .5 seconds to .75 seconds for each. Although that doesn’t
sound like a long time, a vehicle travelling at 65mph will travel
between 100 and 150 feet during that time.
Next consider the impact speeding has on the performance of your car
or truck. Specifically, how does a speed increase effect stopping
distance? The answer might surprise you. A doubling of your speed
doesn’t just increase your stopping distance by twofold. It actually
increases it by four times. Pretty clear that the faster you go, the
longer the stopping distance… by a lot. No wonder we have rear end
collisions involving multiple vehicles.
The right answer is clear. Slow down, drive defensively, and increase
following distances. Leave yourself enough time and space to stop or
steer around any surprises in front of you.
Transportation is the leading cause of death in the workplace; don’t
become a statistic. Driving is a serious business we should not take for
granted.

Survival tips if you
are stranded while
driving
The best advice is to remain with the
vehicle. If nothing else, you are
guaranteed shelter.
Other helpful tips include:










Tie a bright colored cloth (handkerchief, towel, etc.) to the
vehicle’s antenna, driver door handle or outside mirror.
Keep the exhaust pipe clear of snow. Poisonous gases can
filter into the vehicle if the pipe is clogged.
Run the engine and heater no more than 10 minutes every
hour, leaving a downwind window slightly open for
ventilation while the engine is running.
Light a flare or turn on a flashlight to let others know you are
stranded in the vehicle.
Use floor mats, seat covers and blankets for added warmth.
If you must leave your vehicle during a severe snowstorm or
blizzard, secure a line of rope or cord to yourself and the
vehicle to avoid becoming lost or disoriented.
Keep bottled water in your emergency kit or vehicle. Never
eat snow. It will chill you and lower your body temperature.
Remain calm. Chances for rescue are better if you remain
calm and in your vehicle.
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Caring For Our Communities

THE AROOSTOOK SHRINE CLUB RECEIVES A DONATION
FROM CARE & COMFORT’S PRESQUE ISLE JEAN FUND
Care & Comfort and members of their Presque Isle Branch presented a gift from their
Jeans Fund to The Aroostook Shrine Club, a local chapter of Shriners that are part of
the Anah Temple Shrine in support of the specialized care children receive at their two
New England Hospitals.
Shriners Hospital for Children-Springfield is devoted to delivering the highest quality
of care to children with orthopedic and neuromusculoskeletal disorders and diseases,
as well as cleft lip and palate. Shriners Hospitals for Children — Boston is one of the
world’s leading centers for pediatric burn care and the treatment of skin conditions.
Both hospitals provide treatment without regard to the family’s ability to pay.
Accepting the check on behalf of the Shrine was President Blair McCartney, who
thanked Care & Comfort and their employees for the donation and provided an
informative summary of the Shriners Hospitals, their mission and how patients can
receive needed care.
“As one of Maine’s leading home and behavioral health agencies serving individuals
and families throughout the State, we frequently meet children who need specialized
medical care. We are so fortunate that because of all the Anah Shriners do, our
neighbors in Aroostook County have access to the Children's Hospitals for the services
they need without added financial burdens," remarked Care & Comfort's COO Mike
Stair. "I can think of no better organization to share our Jean Fund with, and I thank
our staff for once again choosing to help the youngest in our community."

Care & Comfort and our Presque Isle Branch Team
have supported the following non-profit organizations
in recent years
Kiwanis International
Homeless Services Of Aroostook County
Aroostook Comfort House
Hope & Justice Project
Autism Support Group
Shriners Sunshine Club
Wounded Warrior Project (local)
Beyond Limits
C-A-N-C-E-R
Aroostook County Special Olympics

Shriners Hospitals for Children has a mission to:






Provide the highest quality care to children with neuromusculoskeletal conditions,
burn injuries and other special healthcare needs within a compassionate, familycentered and collaborative care environment.
Provide for the education of physicians and other healthcare professionals.
Conduct research to discover new knowledge that improves the quality of care and
quality of life of children and families.
This mission is carried out without regard to race, color, creed, sex or sect,
disability, national origin, or ability of a patient or family to pay.

Jeans Fund
We have proudly assisted more than
100 non-profit organizations in the
past 20 years!
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Every second brings
A fresh beginning,

20 minute
catnaps
are good
for you!

Every hour holds
A new promise,

everybody needs a
little care & comfort
Every night our dreams
Can bring hope and

Our Mission

Every day is what you
Choose to make it.

To provide quality home and behavioral health care services, delivered
by compassionate professionals, while serving as a trusted resource for
our community.

Employee Discounts
Harry J. Smith Co.
Car & Truck Repairs
13 Sanger Avenue, Waterville
25% off all parts
or the Chamber Special

Be active for at least 2½ hours a week. Include
activities that raise your breathing and heart
rates and that strengthen your muscles.
 Help kids and teens be active for at least 1
hour a day. Include activities that raise
their breathing and heart rates and that
strengthen their muscles and bones.
 Physical activity helps to:
o Maintain weight
o Reduce high blood pressure
o Reduce risk for type 2 diabetes, heart
attack, stroke, and several forms of
cancer
o Reduce arthritis pain and associated
disability
o Reduce risk for osteoporosis and falls
o Reduce symptoms of depression and
anxiety

Verizon Wireless
Save 22% on
service and accessories

Anytime Fitness
51 Western Ave, Fairfield
24-hour access
Chamber of Commerce Discount!
Call for details 453-6390

J&S Oil
CO-OP Pricing for HealthCare workers!
Call (207) 872-2714
Press 1 for current pricing and conditions

True friendship multiplies the good in life and

and divides its evils
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Employment Opportunities

Ask about certification training programs we
have available at low or no fees!
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